
myFirst Voice 2 portable
Interactive Microphone &
Wireless Speaker, Blue
253240

Introducing myFirst Voice 2 - Your Family's Musical
Adventure Awaits. This all-in-one wireless marvel
combines a powerful speaker and a dynamic microphone
to transform any gathering into a delightful karaoke
session. Seamlessly connect to your phone or computer
for a wireless speaker experience, while your little stars
take center stage with the microphone. myFirst Voice 2
oers three modes - Bluetooth, Memory Card, and AUX,
catering to all your audio needs. Create cherished
memories, boost confidence, and nurture a love for music
with myFirst Voice 2!

5 Dynamic voice modes at the touch of a button
Experience ultimate, endless entertainment with the five dynamic voice synthesizing modes. Change your voice from
cute to monstrous easily and instantly with a press of a button utilizing our AI Voice Changing Technology that is
perfect for making memories!

Voice changing fun for the whole family
Whether rocking out to your favorite tunes or creating imaginative bedtime stories, parents and kids can mimic a
character’s voice, adding a touch of magic and unpredictability to every moment. myFirst Voice 2 is your all-in-one
ticket to endless fun and creativity!

Ultra clear sound quality
The separation of the microphone and speaker offers exceptional sound quality, ensuring a clear and immersive audio
experience.

Compact and portable
Designed to be compact and lightweight, making it ideal for both kids and adults, and easy to carry for on-the-go
entertainment.

Fun voice effects
Enjoy a variety of entertaining voice-changing filter effects, enabling them to transform their voices into various
characters and create an engaging and fun experience for storytelling and entertainment.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour
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Wireless music playback
Music lovers can enjoy their favorite tunes wirelessly, with the convenience and flexibility of listening to them anywhere
they go.

Echo enhancer
This feature enhances the audio by providing an echo effect, adding depth and richness to the sound. 

Immersive audio
Special vibration bass technology creates a deeper and richer sound, immersing users in a captivating audio
experience.

Micro SD card compatibility
The Voice 2 supports music playback via a micro SD card, giving users freedom and versatility in their entertainment
options.

Voice & reverb control
The tools you need to create your perfect sound. The microphone now comes with voice control and reverb control,
allowing you to fine-tune your sound. It's all about making each performance, each story, unique and perfect.

Specifications

    •  Speaker model: 52mm/4
    •  Weight: 287.2g
    •  Speaker output: 5W
    •  Transmission frequency: 2.4GHz
    •  Battery capacity: 1200 mAh
    •  Maximum volume working time: 110 minutes
    •  USB-C charging: 1A (DC 5V)
    •  Connection distance: 10 meters
    •  Bluetooth: BT 5.0
    •  Audio Jack: 3.5mm AUX

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 0850031616950

Manufacturer number: FV5201SA-BE01

Product weight: 0.29 kilograms
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